: The "Build, Map, Play" process. Build (left): A user constructs a physical world out of wooden blocks. Map (center): The user places content, a miniature golf game, with a stylus. Play (right): The user interacts with the constructed physical surface, putting a golf ball across it.
INTRODUCTION
Novel display and interaction technology has enabled projecting digital content onto complex physical surfaces, freeing content from the confines of a limited, flat monitor display. These projection based interfaces are becoming increasingly feasible for use in ubiquitous display and interaction as projectors decrease in size, cost and power consumption. Everyday, passive objects can be transformed into interactive display surfaces through the use of novel projector-camera systems based on Spatial Augmented Reality [6] . Walls, desks, foam core, clay models, wooden blocks, sand * e-mail: {brjones2, rsodhi2, rhc, garnett, bpbailey}@illinois.edu pits, among other materials, can be turned into interactive displays allowing for a new range of interaction possibilities.
Existing research has shown the potential for interaction with 2D content on planar surfaces such as tables and walls [27, 30, 9] , through projector-camera systems. Additionally, some work has begun to explore surface interaction utilizing automated 3D scanning to interact with more complex objects on tabletop surfaces [4, 33, 13] . In contrast to previous work, we explore potential interaction techniques and methods of content creation/customization on complex physical surfaces.
In this paper, we describe interactive surface particles, which allow end users to create, map and play on complex physical surfaces. The surface particles are represented as two dimensional textured quads that are constrained to the physical surface and have associated interaction logic and physical behaviors. By constraining the particles to the surface, view dependent effects are eliminated allowing multiple simultaneous users. Mapping interactive surface particles is akin to using a level editor in a video game, as the interactive content is programmed independent of the final display surface and then placed by the end user to create the final surface experience. With surface particles, first interaction designers program digital content once and then the content can be reused on many physical surfaces. An end user takes the interactive surface particles created by the interaction designer, maps the content to a scene they physically construct and plays the surface experience. When the user plays the surface experience, the surface particles adapt their interaction logic to the specific mapping and the shape of the surface. As a result, the value for the interaction designer is in the decoupling of content creation from the display surface, allowing content to be reused on any physical object. For the end user, the value is a unique, tangible and immersive interactive experience.
Consider a scenario where an interaction designer adapts a miniature golf game for end users to play on a physical surface. The interaction designer programmatically creates interactive surface particles which include golf holes, balls, mats, sand pits and portals, along with associated interaction logic independent of the final display surface. The end user then constructs a scene out of a set of wooden blocks, creating mounds and valleys, setting the stage for an upcoming golf tournament. The user then places portals, putting mats, balls and holes to create the scene. The user can then play the surface experience by directly interacting with the surface content using a stylus. For example, when the user putts a golf ball over a steep mound using a projected virtual putter, the ball slows, incorporating the physics of the physical surface. While playing the game, the end user decides to invite a few friends to bring over their own constructions and to help collaborate on making improvements to the current design. The whole process reveals a unique experience merging the virtual and physical worlds, enabling an immersive, tangible experience with interactions that are not possible in a truly physical environment. In the future, we can imagine a whole market of custom made surfaces or world construction kits for surface games. Surface content interaction is made possible by the Surface Interaction Engine (SIE), a software framework we developed that utilizes a projector-camera system which allows for interaction with complex surfaces. Content on the surface is represented as a surface constrained particle system, with all interaction logic designed without explicit knowledge of the surface. The system includes an integrated structured light 3D scanner that generates a high resolution representation of a static interaction surface. An integrated infrared stylus tracking system allows the user to directly interact with the surface. The entire system is built off of commodity, low cost components, utilizing a single camera and projector.
We describe the process of creating content with the SIE, focusing on the benefits and limitations of using a surface particle model on physical objects. We outline the end user process of mapping and interacting with digital surface content. We then present a set of interaction techniques that demonstrate the interaction potential of surface particles. The techniques are presented in the context of three motivating example applications presented on three example surfaces. We present a surface tank game, a miniature golf game and a photo browser displayed on wooden blocks, a sand pit and a desk. We also introduce Surface Adaptive GUIs which are user interfaces that conform to the shape of the display surface, wrapping around sharp corners while preserving their selection modality. While these interaction techniques and examples are not designed to encompass all the possibilities of interactive surface particles, they provide insight into the novel potential of interacting with surface particles on complex physical surfaces.
RELATED WORK
Shader Lamps first explored overlaying digital content onto physical surfaces [26] , an area now entitled Spatial Augmented Reality. Raskar introduced the concept of projecting a 3D digital model calibrated onto a physical display surface, effectively animating the texture of any surface. Similar to our direct surface interaction, in Dynamic Shader Lamps users applied virtual paint to physical objects with a stylus [1] . However, interaction was limited to 3D painting and texture modification. The 3D representation of the model was acquired through a tedious process with a tracked stylus, limiting the overall complexity of the surface.
Research has extensively explored embedding digital content into an office environment where general computation can take place on surrounding surfaces [27, 22, 17, 15] . Documents, pictures and other 2D media can be interacted with on flat surfaces with an extended desktop metaphor, however arbitrarily complex surfaces are not addressed. The Office of the Future project forecasted a vision where any surface could be augmented with virtual content and developed a real-time 3D scanning system to acquire complex surface geometry [25] . Similarly, the Smart Projector described by Bimber et al. combined a camera with structured light to acquire geometric information about a surface and its surrounding environment. The projector determines all parameters necessary to geometrically warp and color correct the input image such that the final output image appears correct when projected onto non-trivial surfaces [5] . However, the Office of the Future and the Smart Projector projects did not address in detail how content could be created or what interactions were possible on complex surfaces.
With the advent of miniaturized projectors, digital content can be embedded in large surfaces by handheld projectors without being limited by a static projection area [24, 23, 21] . Using a projector as both a display and input device enables novel techniques for interacting with content on surfaces [7, 10] . To date handheld projected interaction systems are limited to manually defined planar surfaces or utilizing physical fiducial markers. With a more complex surface scanning and representation these methods could be modified to support interactive surface particles on arbitrarily shaped objects.
Instead of a handheld projector, a motion tracked display surface enables a host of interesting interaction techniques [19] . With a known display surface geometry and real-time motion tracking, foldable displays enable rich tangible interaction with resizable surfaces [20] . Using a rotatable projector in conjunction with AR tracking, Ehns et al. projected drill markings and virtual electrical wires to help safely guide users with installing a wall cupboard [9] . These approaches could be combined with the concepts presented in this paper to create interactive surface particles.
The decoupling of content creation from the end user experience is motivated by the long history of user generated or customized content in video games. Games from the Pinball Construction Kit to The Sims Franchise have enabled users to construct a virtual world and then play within it. Hengel et al. explored merging physical and virtual content creation using image based modeling from video feeds to create a 3D representation of the scene. Virtual elements could then interact with the user created 3D models. In contrast, users of the SIE directly interact with the physical surface are not required to manually model the scene [31] .
Finally existing research has begun to explore projecting interactive content onto physical surfaces that are complex and automatically scanned. Directly related to our sand pit example surface (see Section 5) the Illuminating Clay and SandScape projects [13] provide a tangible user interface [14] for the domain of landscape architecture through dynamically scanning and projecting content. Users can physically mold a landscape surface while receiving dynamic information about the surface through a series of landscape analysis visualizations. Johnson et al. created a multi-projector display on a sand table for military planning applications used for strategic planning and visualizing troop movement [16] . Users can place foam core buildings at pre-marked locations that represent their real-life counterparts and interactively annotate the surface using a tracked wand. Similarly, sand can be replaced with a human body for visualizing medical information. Yasumuro et al. created a system for projecting an ultrasound visualization calibrated onto a human torso [36] . While this work features dynamic shape acquisition and interactive projected content, issues in interactive content creation and mapping are not addressed.
Directly related to our miniature golf example, Wilson explored a new style of interaction utilizing a dynamic depth map that enabled real-time 3D capturing of physical objects placed on a tabletop surface [34] . Users could add folded bits of paper to simulate ramps on the tabletop and drive a projected virtual car on top of the physical surface. Our work explores how virtual content can be created and mapped to a physical object using interactive surface particles and introduces a set of interaction techniques that extend beyond tabletops to more complex physical surfaces.
SURFACE INTERACTION ENGINE
We developed the Surface Interaction Engine as an API that enables interaction designers to program surface particles for interaction on most physical surfaces. Surface particles are created programmati-cally without any knowledge of the final display surface. Our surface particle representation was motivated by research into using surface particles to visualize and control implicit surfaces [35, 12] . Along these lines, Su and Hart presented a programmable particle system, Wickbert, that incorporated a system of particles and behaviors upon which the SIE was modeled [29] . While Wickbert was built to achieve very different goals, the initial implementation of the SIE utilized the core Wickbert surface particle system.
Surface Particle Sprites
Entities within the SIE are modeled as surface particle sprites, which are two dimensional textured quads that are constrained to lie on a surface. By constraining sprites to the surface, we eliminate the need for view dependent effects. If a sprite had 3D geometry or a position not on the physical surface, then the virtual geometry of the scene would differ from the physical geometry, leading to distortion upon projection. In order to correct for the distortion, the scene can be projectively textured from the perspective of a head tracked user [4, 25] . However, as the surface geometry becomes more complex, a more accurate re-projection is needed. In order to eliminate additional hardware complexity and allow multiple simultaneous users, the SIE constrains particles to the surface (see Section 7.3).
Relative 2D Coordinate System
A surface particle sprite has a position, velocity and acceleration on the surface and is subject to a set of forces and constraints. While the underlying system maintains 3D coordinates for the sprite, the API only allows the programmer to alter the sprite's 2D relative position on the surface. For instance, at any point on the surface, the particle can only move some degree of forward, backward, left and right. The relative coordinate system is based on the plane defined by the sprite, allowing the sprite to move only in the X local and Y local directions (see Figure 2) .
Ideally, in order to determine the distance between sprites for interaction logic, the system would utilize geodesic distance (the shortest distance along a surface between two points). However, due to computational complexity, the system approximates geodesic distance with 3D euclidean distance. Therefore the API allows querying the 3D position and orientation of a sprite, however only the relative 2D position, velocity and acceleration can be set by the programmer. A surface particle is a 2D textured quad constrained to lie on a 3D surface and defined by a local 2D coordinate system (X local , Y local ).
Interaction Logic
One of the benefits of the Surface Interaction Engine is that it allows interaction designers to create content independent of the final display surface. This decoupling of content creation with surface construction, mapping and playing allows content to be reused on any display object. To create an interactive surface experience, interaction designers must first define a set of entities, behaviors and all the associated interaction logic (see Listing 1).
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Entities
Entities are created in an object-oriented manner with a class of sprites representing each type of element in the scene. For instance, in a miniature golf game, golf balls would be represented as an entity class created by the programmer. Then the end user could place multiple golf ball sprite objects to create their unique golf course. The end user golf ball objects all share the same interaction logic as they are all objects of the same class.
Specifically, all entities are derived classes that inherit from a global Sprite class. Each sprite entity class contains a texture associated with the class. Once the entities have been defined, the SIE automatically collects the textures and populates a gallery of all the scene elements. The end user can then use this gallery to select and map elements onto their final display surface. For instance, a gallery for a miniature golf game would contain golf ball, sand trap, and hole classes.
Behaviors
Behaviors define interactions with the surface that can apply to any sprite class and can therefore be reused. For instance, a drive behavior can take a joystick input and move a sprite on the surface. Also, every particle has a surface adhesion behavior attached which takes the current 3D position of the particle and attracts it to the surface at every frame.
Behaviors are derived classes that inherit from a base Behavior class. Entities can then add behaviors simply by calling a function, "AddBehavior" with the name of the behavior. Some common behaviors are provided by the SIE, while a particular application can define additional behaviors to attach to entities.
Events
Sprite entities need to receive notifications of user input or important system state modification. For instance, a golf ball sprite needs to know if it has been clicked because someone is trying to putt the ball. Or a golf ball sprite needs to know if it has collided with a hole because this indicates a successful putt. Sprites and behaviors can subscribe to notifications in the form of events.
Events are created by the SIE and then forwarded to the relevant subscribers. For instance, a drive behavior would listen to Wii Remote events, which are generated when the system detects movement in a connected Wii Remote. Typically interaction logic heavily utilizes collision events to determine when two sprites are touching. The system also supports Open Sound Control (OSC), a standard that allows for sending/receiving arbitrary events across a network, allowing a wider range of input devices. As an example, an OSC event generated by an embedded accelerometer sensor could be forwarded across a local network to a particular sprite class. In total, the Surface Interaction Engine supports stylus tracker, collision, Wii Remote, OSC, mouse and key events.
END USER EXPERIENCE
After the interaction logic has been programmed by the designer, the surface content is ready for the end user. The user then constructs or finds a surface, maps content onto the surface and plays their experience.
Build
Part of the user experience interacting with surface particles is constructing or finding a physical surface. The Surface Interaction Engine supports any physical surface that is opaque and light colored enough to receive projection, thus allowing for a wide range of interaction with the same interactive surface particles. Example surfaces that have been used include cardboard, foam core, Styrofoam, sand, wooden blocks, plaster models and desks. Surfaces that are white and diffuse are ideal for receiving projected content. After the surface is constructed or found, the system must acquire a 3D model through a structured light scan which utilizes the projector and camera (details are addressed in Section 7.1).
Map
Once the surface is constructed and scanned, the end user maps content to define a unique interactive experience on their surface. Mapping content is achieved using a stylus pen affixed with an IR LED. The SIE tracks the reflection of the IR light on the display surface and projects a virtual stylus cursor that corresponds to the 3D position and orientation of the cursor on the surface of the object (see Section 7.4). To map content, a radial menu appears on the surface surrounding the virtual cursor. The user can select entities from the radial menu, which is composed of a gallery of scene elements representing the sprite classes that define the interactive experience. Clicking on the surface will place a new sprite which users can later scale, rotate or translate across the surface, thereby constructing the virtual world to overlay onto their physical world.
Play
Now the user can begin interacting with the surface particles, which react to the physics of the display surface. For example, the user may putt a virtual golf ball that rolls across some user placed wooden blocks incorporating the surface representation into the physics simulation. Then the golf ball may roll into a user placed portal and pop out at the top of another block construction. Depending on the content, a user may be able to map sprites as the interactive experience is running. For example, a user may find the need to place additional emitter sprites, i.e. "cloud sprites that emit rain sprites" for a better distribution of content on a surface while actively interacting with a surface visualization. More detailed descriptions on user interactions follow in Section 6.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
We present three motivating examples which demonstrate potential interaction techniques with surface particles. Interactive surface particle content is reusable and can be played on almost any surface, so we present each application on three example surfaces. The examples are presented on a user constructed model of wooden blocks, a sculptable sand pit and an ordinary office desk. While some examples are more practical on certain surfaces, we present each example on all three surfaces to demonstrate generality.
Miniature Golf
The first example is a miniature golf game that is a mixture of physical and virtual game creation. A virtual golf ball moves across the surface of the user constructed object, constrained to the surface and reacting to the physics of the object. Like traditional golf, the ball is affected by gravity and friction. However, in our version of miniature golf, momentum is preserved on the surface and the ball always adheres to the user constructed surface, allowing it to travel up walls. This unique physics model allows for a unique set of gameplay possibilities. When the user clicks on the virtual ball, a putter appears allowing the user to line up their stroke. The virtual world consists of golf balls, holes, putting mats, sand traps and portals. As an example, when played on wooden blocks, the user can quickly construct a challenging golf hole out of physical ramps, blocks and curves. After virtually placing a putting mat and a ball, the user can putt the ball up a wall, into a virtual portal which shoots the ball over another ramp and into the hole.
Photo Viewer
We created a simple photo viewer application which allows users to freely control rectangular image sprites on complex surfaces. The photo viewer application provides a good demonstration of the types of interactions that can occur when traditional flat surface manipulations are simulated on complex physical surfaces, such as translation, rotation and scale. When used on an ordinary cubicle desk, users can utilize handy non-planar surfaces such as coffee cups, lamps, books, bobbleheads, etc. The user can place a recent picture of a visit to the local museum on a coffee cup and alternate pictures of a weekend family trip on a lamp shade.
Tank Game
A multi-player tank game explores collaboration and competition on a constructed physical surface. Tanks move freely across the display object trying to destroy each other with bullets that wrap around surfaces. Tanks are driven by a joystick that rotates and translates the tank surface particle in its local 2D coordinate system. When played in a sand pit, a user could physically sculpt the mountains, valleys and rivers for an upcoming battle. A user may choose to sculpt a large valley around the mountain where they will place a virtual flag, providing a good defensive base. The user may plan on placing mines in the valley and the steep incline of their constructed mountain would slow the advance of enemy tanks.
SURFACE INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
While research has shown a wide variety of interaction techniques for planar surfaces like tables and walls, a number of research questions must be addressed in order to interact with more complex surfaces. The following techniques are derived from the motivating examples and describe potential avenues of structuring interaction on everyday objects.
Surface Adaptive GUIs
Traditional menu and dialog interaction does not transfer well onto complex everyday objects. For instance, how should a menu appear when displayed over the corner of a box? While traditional GUIs are defined by 2D relationships between elements, surfaces have no global 2D coordinate system. Existing research has explored modalities of user interfaces in augmented reality, presenting a variety of solutions of augmented user interfaces [37, 32] . Additionally, research has addressed adapting GUIs to planar surfaces of varying size and orientation [17, 9] . However arbitrarily complex surfaces pose new challenges which we only begin to address. 
Radial Menu
We demonstrate one example Surface Adaptive GUI through the use of a simple radial menu (see Figure 4) . As radial menus enable faster state modification over a fixed GUI location, the gallery item and tool selection options are presented as surface radial menus. This is especially true on larger surfaces, where users can change states without taking the time to move to a fixed location on the surface.
Radial menus are modeled as a collection of surface particle sprites that are emitted from the user's contact point and travel outward a fixed distance along the surface. Therefore radial menu items can wrap around corners and conform to curved surfaces. Each sprite is emitted from the contact point with an initial velocity defined by radial vectors in the tangent plane of the contact point. The particles then travel along the surface under the surface adhesion and physics model provided by the SIE until they come to a rest after a fixed distance along the surface. Through specifying a menu layout based solely on emission angles and surface distance, the menu can adapt to a variety of surfaces. However, because of the simple layout constraints, gallery items may occasionally cross paths before they come to a rest. Future work could include more complicated layout schemes that could prevent self-intersection of menu items, such as layouts that are based on conformal or exponential mapping [28] .
Selection Feedback
Visual feedback while interacting with complex surfaces is fundamentally limited to the display area of the physical surface. In a traditional 2D GUI, feedback about the current state of the system and available options are presented in toolbars, menus and status messages that are in a fixed location on the screen. On a complex surface there may be relatively few good places for this information.
As content is being mapped with the SIE, the user needs visual feedback about the currently selected gallery item and tool. The Surface Interaction Engine presents the current state of the system through a selection feedback sprite (see Figure 5 ). The Surface Interaction Engine lets the user select the best location for this information, presenting the information on a sprite that can be moved, rotated and scaled directly on the surface.
Transform
Manipulating content embedded on a surface is complicated by the fact that while interaction occurs in 3D space, the sprites are 2D objects. Therefore interaction with the stylus is translated into the tangent plane of the sprite in order to effect the sprite. The transform tool allows for simultaneous scale and rotation of sprites. The user clicks on the sprite and then pulls the sprite into the correct size and orientation. In order to calculate the correct rotation, the current stylus location is projected into the tangent plane of the sprite (see Figure 6 ). The angle between the original click location and the projected stylus location determines the rotation angle, θ . The scale, α, is determined by the magnitude of the vector between the sprite center and the projected stylus location. Support for group selection and transformation may increase ease of use and is left for future work.
Canonical Orientation
As sprites are manipulated on the surface they will gradually change their orientation because the sprites are moving under a locally changing 2D coordinate system. Often surface particles end up in an awkward orientation due to drift as a user drags virtual elements around the surface. Previous research has addressed this problem on spherical displays by using an omni-directional "up cue" [3] . The same approach can be applied on more complicated surfaces. When a user begins dragging a surface particle, the particle can automatically orient itself such that the top of the particle (Y local ) lies in the same direction as the global up direction (Y global ). This enables users to continuously drag a surface particle from one physical region of the surface to another while fluidly maintaining its orientation with respect to the global "up" direction. For the photo viewer, one could imagine a user dragging an image from the wall onto a lamp, with the image always staying oriented "up".
This paradigm only works well on surfaces, or sections of surfaces, that are easily parameterized with a global up direction. For instance, a desk might have a different up direction than a wall and a complex organic sculpture may have no logical global up direction. One possible approach is that up directions could be disambiguated by using a user specified up vector field, or by orienting sprites appropriately for a head tracked user. Currently, the SIE allows designers to toggle whether a canonical orientation is applied to surface particles and leaves more complicated layout schemes for future work. 
Preserving Surface Momentum
If a user tried to flick an image sprite from their desk up a 90 • angle onto a neighboring wall using a traditional physics model, the sprite would bounce off the wall. In the Surface Interaction Engine a particle's momentum is preserved on the surface, allowing for a wide range of non-physical interaction techniques like flicking photos around 90 • angles. In the tank example, bullets can wrap around corners greatly changing the gameplay experience.
Controlling Sprites
Surface particle sprites can be controlled using standard 2D input devices, like a joystick, allowing the user to move particles across physical objects. Input from 2D devices map to the locally varying 2D coordinate system, X local and Y local . In the tank example, a tank drives around the surface controlled by a joystick which manipulates the position and rotation of the tank particle. All user input to the tank is relative to the current position and orientation of the particle on the surface. Specifically, the Y j axis of the joystick is mapped to forward acceleration along the sprites local Y axis, Y local , and the X j axis of the joystick is mapped to the rotation of the sprite (see Figure 7) .
In the miniature golf example, the putter imparts a spring force onto the ball based on the position and orientation of the putter. Interaction with the putter is complicated by the fact that the putter and the ball can be in any arbitrary 3D configuration, however the putter can only impart a force in the tangent plane of the ball. Therefore the direction of the putt is based upon the 3D vector between the putter, P, and the ball, B, projected into the tangent plane of the golf ball (see Figure 7) . The strength of the putt is modeled as a spring which reacts to the 3D distance between the putter and the ball. This means that the putt gets stronger as the putter is farther away on the surface but the putt only affects the 2D velocity of the golf ball on the surface. It is interesting to note that using a geodesic distance between the putter and ball might yield a more intuitive interface. 
Flick
Mapping surface particles can prove to be challenging on large physical surfaces, especially when a portion of the surface is out of arms reach. Providing a flick gesture enables imprecise, yet quick placement of surface particles. When the user flicks a selected particle, it continues to travel in the specified direction until frictional forces prevent the particle from traveling any further. For example, with the photo viewer, users sitting in a cubicle can throw content across their desk to a lamp shade or to an adjacent wall.
Portals
Portals can also aid users in moving content across large objects, providing a wormhole from one surface location to another. Content that enters a portal is instantly transported to the other end of the portal maintaining its current velocity. For instance, a portal could be positioned on a desk providing instant access to toss pictures onto a remote wall for an ambient display. Alternatively, portals could be used to share sprites between collaborating users, as in Cao et al. [8] . Additionally, the miniature golf example utilizes a directional portal that simulates golf balls traveling through pipe, shooting out at varying speed but in a fixed direction. Portals are distinguished by color and number, with an orange portal representing an in portal, a blue portal representing an out portal and numbers indicating connections.
Attract and Scatter
Directly interacting with a multitude of virtual content distributed across a complex surface can be cumbersome. Individually manipulating sprites can be inefficient and tiresome, suggesting the need for low cost, global particle interaction. For instance, if a user needs to make room for new pictures on a desk cluttered with surface particles, they would need to individually drag each element away from the desired area. The scatter tool allows users to create room for new content by creating a repulsive force where the tool is applied with the stylus, sending particles away from the contact point. Similarly, particles can be attracted towards the stylus enabling grouping and piling of particles. This method only applies to global particle interaction and therefore suggests the need for subset selection or local particle attraction/repulsion models.
IMPLEMENTATION
The projector-camera system utilized a short throw NEC NP510WS projector, which provides a 1280x800 resolution at 2100 lumens. The system uses a low cost, monochrome Point Grey Firefly MV camera, which is capable of detecting both visible and near infrared light with a resolution of 752x480 at 61 FPS. The camera is used for visible structured light scanning, see Section 7.1. Then an infrared pass, visible block filter is attached and the same camera is used for infrared tracking of the IR LED stylus, see Section 7.4. Reusing the camera decreases system cost and eliminates the need to calibrate a separate tracking system as the camera is already calibrated for the 3D scanning. Rendering for the Surface Interaction Engine is performed with the Ogre3D open source rendering engine.
Acquiring the surface
The system utilizes an integrated structured light scanner in order to acquire a high resolution (752x480) 3D representation of the interaction surface. In contrast to standard stereo vision, in structured light a projector replaces one of the cameras. Coded light patterns are projected onto an object which a camera observes, effectively seeing for the projector. The implementation was based off code that was available as part of a SIGGRAPH 2009 course by Lanman and Taubin [18] . It was modified for added support for Point Grey cameras and a modified calibration process. The calibration process requires the user to move a physical checkerboard pattern in-front of the projector-camera pair. A virtual checkerboard pattern is projected onto the physical checkerboard in order to simultaneously calibrate the projector and camera. This necessitates moving the checkerboard through the entire calibration volume which typically requires moving the object to be scanned out of the way. A series of binary grey-code patterns are projected onto the object to establish pixel correspondences between the camera and projector. These correspondences are used to triangulate the 3D point cloud. Ideally the calibration process takes a matter of minutes, and a matter of seconds for the scanning. However, placing the camera and projector takes a significant amount of time given the weight, size and varying aspect ratios and focal distances of the devices. Additionally, instability in the calibration process increases the setup time. On average, almost an hour of setup time was required for an entirely new location, which was dominated by positioning the hardware. The calibration process could be simplified or even eliminated by using a fixed projector-camera rig, however, the varying sizes of display surfaces may necessitate varying hardware and lens parameters. We refer the reader to the survey by Battle et al. for a detailed description of structured light [2] .
Other scanning methods could be employed including depth sensing cameras (time of flight), stereo vision or laser scanning. The system was implemented with structured light because a high resolution and relatively low noise scan is needed in order to accurately interact with a complex surface. Ideally the scanning process would be imperceptible (infrared light) and real-time allowing for dynamic surface manipulation however this would be challenging to implement currently using only low cost commodity hardware. Real-time scanning would also introduce a number of design and technical challenges for future work.
Surface Representation
The surface is represented in the system as a depth map, with each camera pixel encoding a point in world space. The tessellation of the corresponding surface geometry is done using a simple triangulation in the 2D camera view plane. This approach would not extend to multiple projectors, which would require the non-trivial tessellation of a point cloud from multiple scan locations. Additionally, there are holes in the triangulated mesh that inhibit user interaction that could be reduced by better post-processing and filtering. While there are drawbacks, in practice our approach yields sufficient results to explore interaction techniques.
In order to calculate surface normals the system applies principal component analysis to a rectangular neighborhood around each pixel in the depth map, smoothing the normals. This process corrects for the noise in the scan and makes the user interaction more fluid as surface particles move across a physical object. 
Surface Particle Adhesion
During user interaction the underlying physics simulation must constrain the sprites to the surface. First an integration step updates the velocity and position of the particles on the surface and then a surface adhesion behavior constrains the particles to the surface. In order to attract particles to the surface, the system must know the closest point to the surface for every point in 3D space. For efficiency, an approximation to the closest point is computed in constant time using the depth map, see Figure 9 . Given a sprite's current 3D positionx and velocity v, the new positionx is derived by the physics integration step. Then the sprite is constrained to the surface by projectingx into the camera, looking up the corresponding interpolated world point which becomes the new sprite positionx . The velocity is updated to be the projection of v onto the new tangent plane, rescaled to its original size, which preserves the momentum on the surface. While a more accurate surface adhesion model would use the actual distance to the surface and not the projected distance, the depth map based surface adhesion allows for easy constant time lookup. In practice, this approximation did not appreciably affect the user interaction.
User Input
Users can directly interact with the physical surface using a stylus pen. The stylus features a momentary switch that lights up an IR LED at the tip of the pen. When the user clicks on the surface, the LED illuminates a section of the physical surface. The camera sees the IR light reflected off of the surface, thresholds the image, finds the largest connected component and fits an ellipse to this region. The centroid of this region is then projected onto the surface using the depth map, and the corresponding 3D position and orientation of the cursor are found. If the user clicks on an edge of a surface the system will only detect the light that is reflected off the nearby surface. Therefore, the natural attenuation of light luminance decreases selection error on silhouette edges. The integrated IR tracker is implemented using the open source OpenCV library. We also use a Wii Remote and Nunchuck for easy and cost effective auxiliary button and joystick input. The user holds the Nunchuck in one hand and the stylus in the other, using the buttons on the Nunchuck as modifiers for the stylus interaction. x' Figure 9 : The surface adhesion behavior constrains sprites to the surface. A sprite atx is moved tox by the physics integration step. It is then projected onto the surface tox using the depth map. The velocity is updated to be the projection of the old velocity, v, into the tangent plane and then scaled so v = v .
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
Although the Surface Interaction Engine is in an early stage of development, we believe the concept of interactive surface particles has strong potential to provide unique interactions on any surface. To explore such potential and identify the requirements for improvements, we conducted preliminary qualitative evaluation sessions. The preliminary study identifies the benefits of the system and the bottlenecks encountered by end users.
Ten people were asked to use the Surface Interaction Engine to map and interact with our example miniature golf game on wooden blocks. First, a subject learned to use the system through a five minute demonstration provided by one experimenter on a preconstructed surface. The training included a demonstration of the mapping process, the elements comprising the miniature golf game and the general gameplay interaction. The subject then practiced using the system for five minutes and was allowed to ask questions to the experimenter during the allotted practice time. A subject was then asked to build their own physical surface with the wooden blocks. The subjects were given information about the limitations of using one projector and advised to minimize the shadows in their constructed surface. The participant then freely mapped and interacted with the miniature golf game for 10 minutes. The subject then responded to a post-study questionnaire followed by a short interview. The interview included questions such as the SIE's ease of use, speed of constructing the surface and mapping content, the input device controls and the overall user experience of interacting with surface particles facilitated by the miniature golf game. Due to the informal nature of the study, the post-study questionnaire could not yield any statistically significant results and thus we focus on the interviews.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All ten subjects commented on the general simplicity and fun of building a surface using wooden blocks. Figure 10 shows a sample of the example surfaces constructed by our participants. As one subject described, "I like building things, I was trying to build something that was useful in coming up with a cool golf course." The surfaces created by the users varied from smooth curved walls to random placements of blocks with a large number of holes. One subject commented on wanting "more ramps and curved shapes." Most users understood the limitations of creating a surface requiring the blocks to fit within the frustum of the projector and minimizing shadows. As one user expressed, "You are limited by knowing that everything you do has to be seen by the projector. I wanted to put something there, but I couldn't."
The mapping process for the users varied while placing surface particles on the wooden blocks. Many participants would initially place the particles on a flat portion of the surface, modify the content, and then translate the particle to a non-trivial area on the surface. As a subject described, "It was easier to control on the flat part." while another commented, "over here, I can make it what I want" (referring to the flat surface). Most subjects also used the radial menu on a flat portion of the surface, even if their construction contained enough surface area to display the entire radial menu. One participant commented, "I only used the menu on the flat surface, this was my work environment, [the wooden blocks were] my interaction environment." One possibility for this behavior could be attributed to the relative size difference of the surface particles to the blocks. For example, in our study, the portals were generally twice the size of a single block, making it unintuitive for users to modify a portal on blocks with little surface area. In general, subjects were extremely creative in mapping their golf course, especially with placing portals on non-trivial parts of the surface to create challenging paths during putts.
Subjects also needed time to acclimate themselves to the amount of pressure they could apply to the surface when interacting with the stylus input device. Occasionally, users would apply too much pressure to the wooden blocks displacing them from their calibrated position. Additionally, our demonstrations with the system are currently limited to using a single projector which introduces shadowing problems and restricts interaction to only one side of the surface. Users are generally familiar with working in environments with occluding light sources, however, many of the participants spent several minutes getting accustomed to avoiding occlusions using the stylus. As one subject commented, "The pen felt good, it took me a couple of minutes to figure out where to stand and how to use it." One way to alleviate this problem is to integrate additional cameras and projectors into the scene to help compensate for self-shadowing on non-trivial objects as well as harsh shadows cast by users interacting with the surface. Additional hardware would enable users to interact with all sides of a surface, improve the resolution of projected surface content and reduce the appearance of shadows. However, this introduces an immense amount of complexity and invalidates many of the assumptions made in the scanning and tracking systems.
Another bottleneck users faced was in understanding the behavior of particles as they moved across gaps or steep inclines on the surface. Fundamentally, in order for the surface particles to exist, there must be a physical surface for content to be projected. When a user's constructed surface contained a hole, or a steep ramp, they would expect the ball to jump over the hole rather than stay constrained to the surface. One subject questioned, "Does the ball get any air? I thought it was going to fly off the ramp over the sand trap." However, many users enjoyed the golf ball rolling up walls and preserving its momentum across the surface or to see the ball lose its momentum and slide back down a steep incline.
All of our participants gave us feedback for potential applications and games that could be created for interactive experiences on complex surfaces. As our task for users was to map and interact with a miniature golf game, it was only natural to receive suggestions related to sporting games such as baseball, air hockey and bowling. Several users also suggested creating strategy based civilization games, as well as family board games. As one user commented, "You can play Monopoly and never worry about losing the pieces ever." Other non-gaming related suggestions included visualizations on surfaces such as traffic flow and city planning. A subject mentioned, "You can make a geology survey with a really detailed map. You can help figure out where the most rain falls, or where species are migrating."
CONCLUSION
We presented a system for exploring interaction with complex everyday surfaces through an interactive surface particle representation. Our solution enables users to construct a unique scene with almost any material suitable for projection. The user can then map a virtual world onto their physical construction, yielding an immersive, tangible experience. We created three motivating examples on three examples surfaces that demonstrate a set of surface interaction techniques. These techniques provide a glimpse into structuring new experiences on complex physical surfaces.
We are curious about the types of interactions that can occur with interactive surface particles when users are given the ability to move and transform physical scenic elements in real-time. While our structured light implementation produces a high resolution mesh and reduces the cumbersome process of acquiring the scene geometry, we are still limited to scanning static objects. A large body of work focuses on systems that scan objects in real-time for tracking and acquiring 3D data. This would prevent users from having to re-scan their environment when changing the scene and allow them to directly interact with moldable surfaces such as our sand box. However, a large issue with real-time scanning will be associating surface particles with a dynamically moving surface. For example, if a user decides to move a coffee cup that has been mapped with a photo, the real-time scanning must not only quickly acquire the geometry of the scene, but it must also utilize complex segmentation and classification algorithms to continuously relate content to objects such as the coffee cup.
We imagine mapping content and surface interaction to be as straightforward as 2D vector graphics and web development are for Adobe Flash. Content developers should be provided with a simplified scripting interface while end users should be able to define 2D vector graphics such as lines and rectangles on the surface, arbi-trarily selecting regions that will identify the boundaries of surface content, and utilize integrated animation support. We have only begun to explore designing graphical user interfaces with our simple radial menu on complex surfaces. The subset of sprites implemented in our motivating examples could be expanded to include video texture sprites, web sprites that represent portals to the world wide web, or hierarchical sprites that could be used to encapsulate a set of sprites that represent buttons to an interface.
In addition, Discrete Exponential Maps [28] would enable individual sprites to wrap around surfaces. This would yield more complicated texturing operations and utilizing larger sprites. Additionally, using surface geodesics could enable more detailed content layout techniques. Traditional 2D GUI layout could be adapted to use surface distance, enabling a wide range of mapping interaction onto complex surfaces. Also, radiometric compensation techniques [11] could enable projecting virtual content onto non-white lambertian surfaces.
We see interactive surface particles as a unique tool for creating reusable surface content that is a fun, immersive and a tangible experience. The challenges resulting from interacting with complex surfaces will continue to provide interesting research problems and have the potential to change how everyday users interact with and perceive their everyday environment. It is our hope that this paper brings us one step closer to interacting with every surface.
